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WATCH FOR QUESTIONNAIRE--County agents will soon receive a short ques
tionnaire and a request for help on a survey to evaluate "Minnesota Tourist 
Travel Notes. 11 The study is being conducted by the Department of Information 
and Agricultural Journalism, where the publication originates. The letter and 
questionnaire will be signed by Uel Blank and Larry Simonson. 

With your help, a complete list of the more than 5, 000 readers in Minne -
sota will be compiled. From that list a sample of 450 ~ill be drawn. The mail 
survey will be conducted during the winter. Results should be reported in what 
we hope to call "A New, Improved Spring Edition of Minnesota Tourist Travel 
Notes. " - -Henri Drews 

~' * * * 
PARCHEESI, ANYONE? --What after-dinner pastime do Americans engage in? 

Recent figures released by the National Research Bureau show that times have 
not changed much since 1966. Here are the results of recent samplings on the 
most prevalent and enjoyable after-dinner activities of the American public 
(the figures are the same as they were 10 years ago): 

46 percent watch TV. 4 percent prefer dancing. 
14 percent read. 3 percent sew, do other hornecrafts, or 
12 percent dine out. attend meetings. 
5 percent enjoy sports. 16 percent provided other answers. 

No information was given on whether other alternatives were listed. The 
study did point out that levels of education affect activity selection. For those 
with only a:h 8th grade education, 62 percent said TV viewing is their favorite 
pastime; 48 percent of those with a high school education listed TV, and 29 
percent of college trained persons listed it. These figures may give you some 
idea of the audience many network TV programs are aimed at. - -Norm Engle 

* ~' * * 
WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME? WHAT STAKE DO I HAVE IN THIS? --

Do these sound like self-centered questions? They may be, but they are ques
tions we must answer for audiences as we communicate in extension work . 

- more -
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The Minnesota Program Development Wheel, perfected by 
Pat Borich, Gene Pilgram, and their colleagues on the program 
development committee, is (or should be) indelibly imprinted on 
the minds of every Minnesota extension worker. You ' ll recall 
that an essential step in program development is determining 
peopl~,.,' n e e di=: and goals. Once this difficult task is done, we 
need to direct our communications to these needs. Mor e than 
that, we can fashion our messages or meetings to relate directly 
to these needs. Here are a few suggestions. 

Meetings. Start your meetings by tying the speaker and program in 
with the audience's needs. For example, in introducing your speaker, tell 
about those things that qualify the person to talk about the subject. Advance 
publicity should be more than announcing the meeting. It should tell what 
stake the audience has in the subject matter. 

Letters. Try to make the first sentence for the reader, the body for 
the message, and the final sentences for your pitch or appeal. Ask the read
er to do something concrete. 

Radio. There's an old saying about radio: "Tell them what you're go
ing to tell them; tell them, and then tell them again.11 Change that a bit to re
late your opening to people's needs and you'll have a motivational message. 

Newsletters. Instead of having label headings, sprinkle in some action 
headlines. 

News Stories. Try to show what stake people have in your story by re
lating it to their needs. Often a sentence or two will do the job. 

Making your message motivational isn't easy. It will take more time 
and thinking, but developing the habit of asking yourself whether you have 
shown your readers or listeners why your message is important to them will 
help. --Harold B. Swanson 

IF YOU WANT AIR TIME --There are right and wrong ways to get your mes
sage on radio and television. To be successful, you need to operate within 
each station's programming requirements. 

Extension programs are often welcomed as part of a station's public 
service broadcasting. Many agents have regularly scheduled weekly pro
grams. Spot announcements, local news items, and interviews can publicize 
special programs and events. 

The Public Relations Department of the National Association of Broad
casters has published a handbook for publicity chairpersons entitled "If You 
Want Air Time." Here are some suggestions from the handbook: 

':' Submit all program copy to the program director as far in advance as pos
sible. Ten days ahead is not too soon. 

*Get news releases to the news director as early as you can (a week in ad
vance, if possible). 

>:<Typewrite all copy triple spaced on 8 1/2 x 11 inch paper, using one side 
only. Start a third of the way down the first page. Leave ample margins. 

':'Use a clean ribbon for legible copy. Provide extra copies as requested. 
':'Put the name of your organization, and your own name, address, and tele

phone number at the top of each item. 
*Give all the facts: the what, when, where, who, and why of your event. Be 

sure to give specific starting and ending dates. (Use ''between July 4 and July 
7, " not "Monday through Thursday. ") 

- more -
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>!<Write all your copy for the voice. It should be more informal than copy writ
ten only for the eye. If you normally use "don't'' in oral conversation, write 
it that way in your script. Use "let's" instead of "let us." A good rule is to 
be informal but not breezy. 

*Provide a biographical sketch of any person to be interviewed, along with six 
or eight points to be covered. If the name is difficult to pronounce, give the 
phonetic spelling. 

FOR RADIO 
>:<Time spot announcements to run 10 seconds (25 words), 30 seconds (75 

words), or 60 seconds (150 words). 
*Use simple, descriptive words that form pictures and add dimension and col

or. Listeners must be able to sketch in their own minds the picture you are 
trying to create. 

>:<Submit several copies of all material, and make sure the last one is as legi
ble as the first. 

FOR TELEVISION 
*Check with the program or news director on slides, films, and photographs 

that can be used to "demonstrate" your message. 
>:<Make sure any copy written to accornpany visuals "fits" with the slide, film, 

or photo shown. 
>:<Time your copy at a slightly slower pace than for radio. Standard announce

ments for television run 10 seconds (about 20 words}, 30 seconds (65 words), 
and 60 seconds ( 125 words). 

*Provide one slide or photograph for each 10-second spot, three for a 30-
s econd spot, etc. 

>:<Remember that slides are usually preferable to photographs. They can be 
made professionally at minimum cost. When photographs must be used, 
choose matte or dull-surfaced prints; they won't reflect studio lights. 

>!<Request return of your visual material if you want to preserve it. 

Some don' ts from the handbook include: 
>!<Don't plead, beg, or threaten in an attempt to get time. A good presentation 

in the public interest will stand on its own merits. 
>'.<Don't submit copy scribbled on scratch paper or on a postcard. Writing in 

long hand invites errors. 
*Don't omit essential information. Check over your copy to be sure it tells 

the who, what, why, when, and where and includes your name, address, 
and phone number. 

>:<Don't get carried away by trivialities, superlatives, and overenthusiasm. 
Omit adjectives and avoid nicknames. 

*Don't abbreviate telephone numbers. FE might be FEDERAL or FENTWOR TH. 
Never abbreviate or hyphenate any words in a script. 

>:<Don't use onionskin paper for on-the-air copy. It rattles! 
- -Ray Wolf and Norm Engle 

NEW L 0 W INC 0 ME PU BL IC AT I 0 NS AV A IL AB LE - -Three new HS (Home 
Economics Special) publications are now in the Bulletin Room. They are in 
the "For A Clean House" series and are adaptations of federal publications: 

HS-37, What to Use to Clean Your House (PA-730) 
HS-38, Many Hands Make Housework Light (PA - 73 5 ) 
HS-39, When to Do House Cleaning Jobs (PA-734) 

- more -
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Eight new Minne(sota) cards also are available: 

# 82, Peas and Celery/Wax Beans and Onions 
# 83, Low-Cal French Dressing 
#84, Low-Cal Creamy Salad Dressing 
# 85, Qui ck Pickled Beets I Beets ancl Greens 
#86 , ice Cream For 12 Chil dren To Make 
# 87 , Peanut- Rice Loaf with Mushroom Sauce 
# 88, Soft- Cook/Hard-Cook Eggs 
# 89, Fry Eggs /Poach Eggs --Lee Nelson 

COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS ON THE AIR--Theplans of work relating 
to communications that reached my desk indicate a heavy use of radio. For 
example, Big Stone County extension agents plan 520 programs for the year: 
nine a week on KDIO and one a week on KMSD in South Dakota. Winona County 
appears to be doing 10 programs a week on KAGE and one a week on KWNO, 
for a total of 572 programs per year. Mower County reports a daily program 
on KAUS , biweekly programs on KQAQ , and a weekly program on KOLM. 
Each Waseca County extens ion agent does a weekly program, whereas East 
Otter Tail, Pope, and Stee l e Counties report plans for one show per week . 

--Ray Wolf 

W 0 RD C 0 RN ER: SH ARP EN UP ! - -A recently recognized communications 
problem that I find myself wrestling w ith is eliminating sexism from what I 
write and edit . Because sex biases are so preval ent in common usage, we 
often aren't even aware of them. Consider these examples, for instance. If 
a woman is swept off a ship into the water, the cry is "Man overboard . " If 
she is killed by a hit- and-run driver, the charge is "manslaughter . 11 If she 
is injured on the job, the cove rage is "workmen's com pens a ti on. 1

' (Men who 
want to test the effects of linguistic exclusion on their own personalities should 
try using only ' 1she," "her," and 11woman11 when the generic "he, "his," or 11man' 1 

has been used and a person of either sex seems to be intended.) 

Today, many companies have taken steps to eliminate sexist language from 
their documents and publications . Several book publishers, many corpora
tions, The New York T imes , the Associated Press, and United Press Inter
national have all issued guidelines or style manuals on the topic. Below are 
15 guidelines that I have found helpful in eliminating sexism from my writing. 
They are from a book entitled Affirmative Action for Women, by Dorothy 
Jongeward and Dru Scott. 

1. Before releasing a letter, memorandum, or report 
within your organization, ask yourself whether 
the document has sexist implications. Does it, 
for example, use "man" or "he" in the gencrfr 
sense? 

Biased 

Recast 

Man works to utilize his skills to the 
fullest extent. He takes pride in 
accomplishment. 

People work to utilize their skil ls to 
the fullest extent. They take pride in 
their accomplishments. 

2. Use the word "he" to ref er only to a spcc1j fr man 
being discussed. 

Biased 

Recast 

If a manager suits his department well, 
he is sensitive to the needs of his stalf. 

Henry Wilson suits the dep.irtmen 1 

admirably. He is sen iti\·e to the needs 
of his staff. 

- more -
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Never use "he" to Lump everybody, regardless of 
sex, generically together. 

Biased 

Recast 

In public dealings the employee shou ld 
use extra courtesy. He should build 
solid relationships with his clients. 

In public dealings all employees should 
use extra courtesy. Th ey should build 
solid relationships with their clients . 

3. Drop the male pronoun "his" (and "he") 
altogether. 

Biased 

Recast 

The director holds on to his ideas 
about modernizing the company's 
equipment. 

The director holds on to ideas about 
modernizing the company's 
equipment. 

4. Use the all-inclusive wording "he or she. " 

Biased 

R ecast 

The manager has a large responsibi lity 
to his staff. He must keep himself 
fully informed at all times. 

The manager has a large responsibility 
to the staff. He or she must keep 
fully informed at all times. 

5. Use job titles and functions instead of a pronoun. 

Biased The new officer is doing wel l in train
ing seminars. He gained in technical 
ability from at tentive study and is 
turning out to be a highl y ski lled man. 

Recast The new officer is doing well in train
ing seminars. This employee gained in 
technical ability from attentive study 
and is turning out to be a highly ski lled 
trainee . 

6. Omit pronouns when the sense is not changed. 

Biased Reports must be w1itten by the field 
representative himself. 

Recast Reports must be written by only the 
field representative. 

7. Use the plural collective structure. 

Hiased An engineer functions well in an 
atmosphere of multiple discussion. 
lie finds varied opinion stimulating, 
opening up his alternatives. 

R ecast Engineers function well in an atmo
sphere of multiple discussion. They 
find varied opinion stimu lating, 
opening up their alternatives. 

8. Use the genderless "one," "person," "individuals." 

Biased A political candidate should be well · 
versed in his country's hi story. He is 
someone who should fully understand 
the b ackgrou nd of the posi lions he 
seeks. 

Recast 

Biased 

R ecast 

Biased 

Recast 

A p olitical candidate should be well 
versed in the country's history , one 
who shou ld fully understand the back
ground of the position sought. 

The sooner a flaw h as b ee n discovered 
in the work of a new performer, the 
sooner the assistant can h elp her with 
corrective measures. 

The sooner a flaw has been discovered 
in the work of a new p erformer, the 
sooner the as sis tan t can h elp this 
person with corrective measures. 

The division head is well liked, a man 
of fine character an d long ex p erien e. 

The divisi on head is well liked, a n 
individual of fine ch aracter and lo ng 
expenence. 

9. R ephrase the sentence to eliminate pronouns. 

l 0. 

Biased The architect draws his building's 
details with care as he knows his over
all plan must be well coordinated. 

R ecast The architect draws the building's 
details with care, knowing th e overall 
plan must be well coordinated. 

Use the indefinite article "the" in possessive 
pronoun situations. 

Biased A lawyer's predicament can he awk
ward. IJis first consideration should 
be his client. 

R ecast A lawyer's predicament can be awk
ward. The first consideration should 
be the client. 

- more -
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I I. I l'haaer possihlc. ji"nrl up-lo-dal c subs/ it u lions 
Ji1r words wilh "-man" or "man-" suffix or 
pre.fix. 

businessman 
husinessmen 
salesman 
s:iksmen 
chairman 
workman 
manpower 

- business person 
- h11siness people 
- salesperson 
- salespeople 
- chairperson 
- worker 
- workforce 

12. Omit the use of the word "girl." 

To soml' women this rel"crence is offensive. For 
this re;1son, it is belier not lo 11se lhc lnms "girl" 
or "girls." The definition or "girl" is a rcmalc 
child. (One proposal is lo eliminate the llSl' ol" the 
word "child" :dtcigethn in L1\or or "young 
woman" or "young man" l<> s11ggest a continuum 
thro11gh life.) 

I Jisrrim inn ton• The girls in om hook keeping 
division make up lhl' most 
t'llicirntly opnaling depart· 
nH·n t 0 r the ('( >lll p<Lll y. 

!'.~. 

I< crnsl The sl :tll (or 1hc l'mployn·s. or 
illl' ckrks) in ou1 hookk1·l·ping 
division m;ike 11p l!H· mo~! effi -
1·il'l1ily opcr:iting clq>.1rt111t·nt 
or thl' company. 

Eliminate courtesy lilies. 

When you do not know whether a person's prefer
ence in courtesy title is Miss, Mrs. or Ms., omit 
the title altogether. Use the full name alone. 

14. Omit salutations in correspondence when in doubt. 

When writing to a company without knowledge of 
a person's name to direct the letter to, the best 
solution to date is to omit the salutation altogether. 

15. Reverse the order some of the time. 

Female and male terms arc usually expected to 
be used in a certain order - he and she, his and 
hers, man and woman, Mr. and Mrs.Jones, 
Nichols and May. Reverse them sometimes. 

- -Kathy Wolter 
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Publications and Direct Mail September 197 5 

NEW PUBLICATTO S 

Solar Radiation Reception, Probabilities, and Areal Distribution in the North-Central 
Region. Technical Bulletin 300 (North Central Reg· onal Research Publication 
225). Donald G . Baker and John C . Klink. Pro aes information on the statis-
tical, temporal, and spatial characteristics 
the 13 states of the north - central region. 

he solar radiation received in 
pages. Available . 

Climate of Minnesota. Part VIII. Precipitation Patterns in the Minneapolis -St . Paul 
Metropolitan Area and Surrounding Counties . Te . nical Bulletin 301. Earl L. 
Kuehnast , Donald G. Baker , and John W . Enz Provides relatively detailed 
precipit ation data for the 7, 200 square mil area centered around the Twin Cities, 
discusses the validity of the regions of hi and low precipitation first noted in a 
previous study, and explains the presence of these regions . 40 pages . Available . 

Using Drought - Stressed Corn. Special Report Donald Bates, Paul Has bar gen, Dale 
Hicks, Michae l Hutjens, and Neal M 1n. D i scusses harvesting and storage, 
feeding aspects , and pric i ng and eting . 4 pages . Available . 

What to Use to C l ean Your House . HS-37 . ~ary Frances Lamison and Leona S . Nelson . 
Lists useful i tems and aids for ho~cleaning tasks. 4 pages. Available. 

Many Hands Make Housework Light . HS-38QMary Frances Lamison and Leona S. Nel
son. Outlines how to set up a family p l an for housework sharing. 4 pages. 
Availabl e . 

When to Do House Cleaning Jobs . HS-39 . ~ary Frances Lamison and Leona S . Nelson. 
Lists common household tasks accbJ::8ing to how often each should be performed . 
4 pages. Availabl e . 

Le"ptos piros i s in Cattle and Swine . Veterinary Science Fact S et 12. Jerry D. Hilgren. 
Describes transmission, clinical signs in cattle an wine, diagnosis, treatment, 
control, and prevention of leptospi rosis, one of t most common causes of abor
tions in cattle and swine herds . 2 pages . Ava· abl 

Jerry D. Hilgren. Outlines 
etosis, characteristics of cows 

sis, and diagnosis, prevention, and 

Ketos i s of Dairy Cows . Veterinary Science Fact Shee 
occurrence and body energy changes, types 
with primary ketosis, signs of primary ke 
treatment of ketosis . 2 pages. Available . 

REVISED PUBLICATIONS 

Fres h Meat Color Changes . Animal Science 
why meat color changes occur and how to 
Available early October . 

Richard J. Epley. 
aintain meat in a fresh state. 

Explains 
2 pages. 

Silverfish and F i rebrats and Their Control. y Fact Sheet 33. L. K. Cutkomp. 
Describes the general appearance and habit these household pests and suggests 
control procedures. 2 pages. Available~ly ctober. 

Preparing for Poultry Judging Contests. Poultry ct Sheet 30. Melvin L. Hamre. Re-
ports changes in contest rules for nationa H and FF A judging competitions. 2 
pages. Available. 

Last-Minute Preparation for Windstorms, Winter Storms, and Fallout. RCD-4. Clifton 
Halsey. Suggests practical preparations . One side lists tornado safety rules. 
2 pages . Available early October . 

Radio for City and Country . October - December 1975. Quarterly list of topics for "Home 
Economics Today" and "Scope" on KUOM radio. 8-page folder. Available early 
October. 
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REPRINTED PUBLICATIONS 

~in Market Information. Agricultural Economics Fact Sheet 9. Willis Anthony. 

farghum-Sudangrass Hybrids. Agronomy Fact Sheet 15. J. R. Justin and A. R. 
Schmid. 

~trition of Bred Sows and Gilts. Animal Science Fact Sheet 14. J. D. Hawton 
and R. J. Meade. 

,.,.D~rk-Cutting Beef. Animal Science Fact Sheet 17. R. Epley. 

BU}ring a Side of Beef. Animal Science Fact Sheet 18. R. Epley . 

..... ~sh Meat Changes. Animal Science Fact Sheet 19. R. Epley. 

~myworms. Entomology Fact Sheet 12. John Lofgren. 

~sance Wasps and Bees. Entomology Fact Sheet 32. D. M. Noetzel and B. 
Fur gala. 

~ploring the Prairie and Forest. Environmental Education Activity Sheet 6. 
Clif Halsey. 

~ploring the Pond or Lakeshore. Environmental Education Activity Sheet 7. 
C lif Halsey. 

Minerals. EF&NP-100. 

~inary Herbs. Extension Bulletin 284. A. E. Hutchins and 0. C. Turnquist. 

~ezing Fruits and Vegetables. Extension Folder 156. Shirley Munson and 
Isabel Wolf. 

v Pruning Fruit Trees. Extension Folder 161. T. S. Wier and L. C. Snyder. 

~ncipal Stored Grain Insects. Extension Folder 233, J. A. Lofgren. 

/ 
Common Household Pests. Extension Folder 234. J. A. Lofgren. 

G-6rn Insects-Above Ground. Extension Folder 236. J. A. Lofgren. 

Corn Insects-Below Ground. Extension Folder 237. J. A. Lofgren. 
/ 

'Aeck Pattern in Muslin. Extension Folder 244. Athelene Scheid. 

~mmon Soybean Insects. Extension Folder 247. J, A. Lofgren. 

g.~mon Fruit Insects. Extension Folder 248. J, A. Lofgren . 

...&fruging and Biting Pests. Extension Folder 256. J. A. Lofgren. 

kl~Variations in Butterfat Test--Cause and Control. Food Science and Nutrition 
U Fact Sheet 3. Vern Packard. 

P92'fhophilic Bacteria Cause Food Spoilage. Food Science and Nutrition Fact 
/ Sheet 5 . E. A. Zottola. 

~eurization of Milk. Food Science and Nutrition Fact Sheet 21. E. A. Zottola. 

~e.fric Measure Converting Home Recipes. Food Science and Nutrition Fact Sheet 
... 28. Mary Darling and Deborah Wardle. 

)?'11,tecting Trees from Animal Damage. Forestry Fact Sheet 8. William R. Miles. 
/ 

Qi'eaning Products. Home Economics Fact Sheet 20 . Sharon Gilsrud and Mary 
-" Fran Lamison. 

~ariums. Horticulture Fact Sheet 29. Mervin C. Eisel. 
/ 

ils, Soils Mana ement and Fertilizer Mono ra hs. Special Report 24. C. J. 
Overdahl, L. H. Hanson, and J. B. Swan. 

1 
?{Hur for Minnesota Soils. Soils Fact Sheet 5 . C. J. Overdahl, A. C. Caldwell, 

/ and J. Grava. 
I 
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NEW FILMS IN AGRICULTURAL E X TENSION LIBRARY 

WOOD: A MASTERPIECE OF CREATION--28 min., Color, International 
Film Bureau, Inc. (TV- -$6. 00) Excellent filtn for forest products 
students in wood identification and structure of wood. A little ad
vanced for general public but would be enjoyable to a wood-conscious 
and more knowledgeable audience. Central theme is diversity and 
multiple uses of wood and its advantages over other building mate
rials. 1975 

TO BE GROWING OLDER--15i min., Color, Billy Budd Films, Inc. (TV-
$4. 50) The film looks at how people (mainly young) view growing 
old in America ... both the opportunities and the real problems. 
Photography and music create pow erful feelings. Potential contri
bution of the old to the young is illustrated. Should be used with 
discussion both before and after viewing. Appropriate for teen 
and/or adult audiences. 1974 

TO BE A FRIEND--14i min., Color, Billy Budd Films, Inc. (TV--$4. 50) 
Young people look at what friendship means to them. The film ex
plores making and breaking friendships; weakening and strengthen
ing friendships; friendships with parents, peers, lovers . Should 
be used with discussion of what friendship means to audience. For 
example, why was friendship between spouses not illustrated? 
Appropriate for teen and/or adult audiences. 1974 

YOU AND YOURS--20 min., Color, FIRE Center, University of Minnesota. 
(TV- -$3. 00) Tells about burns and clothing fires; common fire 
hazards; home fire detection systems; what the babysitter should 
know to handle fire situa.tions; kinds and uses of fire extinguishers; 
how to devise fire escape places for the family and wha t to do when 
fire strikes. Designed for educating the public in fire safe prac
tices. 1975 

PROGNOSIS: FIRE--20 min., Color, FIRE Center, University of Minne
sota. (TV- -$3. 00) Filmed at North Memorial Hospital. Deals 
with fire prevention and control and emergency action recommend
ed in hospitals and health care institutions. Shows how to recog
nize and eliminate fire hazards. Describes kinds and uses of fire 
extinguishers and basic firefighting procedures. Describes em
ployee responsibilities and procedures in fire situations. 1975 
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NEW SLIDE SETS IN LIBRARY 

# 1 AMERICAN WOMAN: TWO HUNDRED YEARS OF AUTHENTIC FASHION--
163 slides, Color,df., Butterick Publishing. ($1. 75) This slide set traces 
trends and deve.lopments in feminine fashion in the context of contemporary 
history through periods of extreme patriotism, economic crisis, war, 
prosperity and active feminisms. It shows students how fashion evolves-
what wo1nen wear and why, where styles come from and how they become 
popular . 1974 

#6 CAT'S IN THE CRADLE--68 slides, Color, df., Harry Chapin's song illus
trated by Henri E. Drews, extension commercial artist, University of Min
nesota. ($1. 75) A short slide set using Harry Chapin' s recently popular 
song CAT'S IN THE CRADLE. Poignant treatment of the so-frequent mat
ter of busy parents' (in this case, a father's) lack of adequate time spent 
with children during the "growing-up" years. Should be useful as a discus -
sio;n starter for parents, teens, or possibly young children. 1975 

.•. Don Breneman and Gail Tischler 
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COMPRESSED SPEECH--SPEEDY COMMUNICATIONS 

by Harold B. Swanson, Professor and Extension 
Communications Specialist 

No. 17 

Today we're trying something that probably never has been done on radio before. 
We're going to double our rate of speech and do it in such a way that it won't 
sound like Donald Duck. But before doing this let's answer the question "just 
why and how should we compress our speech and speed it up?" 

Looking at the why first, many studies show that people grasp ideas and words 
much faster than you and I can speak. Most of us speak at a rate of 100 to 
180 words per minute. But at the same time we are able to grasp the meaning 
at the rate of 300 or more words per minute. What happens is that we may day
dream or think of other things while people are speaking because our minds are 
working faster than their tongues can speak. 

Or let's put it another way. You could read this "Coilllllunications Scene" twice 
as fast as I could read it aloud or deliver it on radio. The reader would be 
far ahead of the speaker. 

There are many uses for compressed speech. For example, a student who has missed 
some of the ideas in a lecture or a speech can listen to it in half the time it 
took to hear the original speech. Or a doctor, lawyer, teacher or Extension Agent 
could listen to special compressed talks prepared to update these professionals in 
their knowledge. · 

Another use might be by slow readers who might want to follow the text. This would 
help them speed up their reading. 

For blind people compressed speech would make information available at a much 
faster rate. Most blind people are attuned to listening more efficiently than 
those of us blessed with sight. 

And just how does one go about speeding up his or her speech? After the Watergate 
discussions, people are aware that it is possible to "doctor" tapes. For example, 
when I make a mistake in taping a radio program, a communications technician can 
take a scissors and cut out my errors. Thus nobody knows how badly I may have 
e rred. Some speech is compressed this way, but it i s not a major method. 

-over-

Reprint from Radio Series- The Communications Scene 



Ordinarily speech is compressed by special machines, not by people talking faster 
or by cutting out errors. Some machines go through and eliminate pauses and 
certain vowels. Another machine eliminates sections of words as well as pauses 
at regular intervals. 

The machines can do this without getting the garbled Donald Duck effect that we 
get when we set our playback unit or phonograph at a faster speed. 

Now let's go back and replay that last minute in 40 seconds to give our audience 
an idea of what compressed speech is and sounds like. (Here the radio program 
repeated the past minute in 40 seconds or in about 70 percent the time used before.) 

People say that you can get used to that 30 percent compression of speed of speech 
with five minutes of listening or practice and can comprehend it just as well as 
ordinary speech. In fact, Ralph Nichols, once head of our Rhetoric Department 
here at the University of Minnesota and one of the top speakers in the nation, 
used to speed up his speeches by talking rapidly and found that his audience's 
attention was better than when he spoke more slowly. 

And now let's try that same one minute at twice its original speed. It will be 
harder to understand but it takes only half as long to hear (same speech as before 
at double speed). 

This demonstration indicates one of the many directions those of us in communications 
are thinking. It shows one way we are trying to improve communications. We hope 
our listeners are able to get the meat of what we said in even the fastest speed. 
If they did, we know compressed speech does have potential in our learning and 
communicating efforts. We know, too, that we can improve the efficiency of our 
speech by both mechanical means and by actually increasing our rate of speech. 
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WORDS MAY HURT MORE THAN STICKS AND STONES 

by Harold B. Swanson, Professor and Extension 
Communications Specialist 

Remember the old saying that went something like this, "Sticks and stones can break 
my bones, but words cannot hurt me." Unfortunately there's little truth to that 
saying because words can hurt. Poorly chosen words can cut off communications and 
often defeat what we're trying to do. 

Let me introduce this problem by an experience. Recently I attended services in a 
small church in central Minnesota. The pastor told about the importance of listen
ing. He made a point of active listening versus passive listening. He illustrated 
his point by an example saying if we step on someone's toe, we're likely to hear 
about it, perhaps loudly and clearly. Obviously it doesn't take much effort to hear 
a "hurt" here. But if we're only listening passively many messages allude us. We 
have to actively listen and "feel" to catch many messages. 

This c ertainly applies to words. Unfortunate ly we don't catch the r eaction or the 
hurt we cause when we step on other people's toes with our words. We often do this 
unconsciously, and they usually say little or nothing about it. 

Unfortunately there is no sure way to know that we are using words that hurt people. 
Of course, I could say, "be considerate and weigh your words carefully." In communi
cations we often say we should look at our words from the other person's point of 
view. 

Another way to avoid hurting or irritating people is to look at words certain groups, 
especially minorities, resent. In a sense we in America are all members of smaller 
groups or minorities, and certain words do bother us. For example, those of us who 
work for colleges and schools dislike being told we live in an "ivory tower" or being 
called impractical theorists. Businessmen don't like to be tarred with words that 
imply shady practices. Jewish people rightly resent the expression "Jew down" which 
many people use without thinking. And I could go on and on about similar examples 
for other groups. 

On an earlier Communications Scene (No. 9, "Words That Irritate") I mentioned words 
tha t bothered women. Let's repeat a f ew examples. Many women f eel that the t e rm, 
gir l s , makes them appear to be juveniles, a sort of "put down." Then t he r e a r e the 
common terms, such as the old lady, doll, chick, broad, gals, womanish tears, career 
girl, and feminine logic. All are or could be considered demeaning to women. 

-over-
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Recently we asked Russell Thornton, chairman of our University of Minnesota Depart
ment of American Indian Studies, about words that hurt Indians. He said that there 
are certain words and attitudes that American Indians do resent. He felt, however, 
that other minority groups may have more to gripe about than Indians. For example, 
he pointed out, as we all should know, that the term "nigger" is considered extremely 
derogatory. There is no comparable word to refer to an Indian. Thornton said that 
"redskin" or "injun" could be considered unflattering but not as much as "nigger." 

Some of the phrases that he did mention that are unfavorable to Indians include sav
age, hostile, primitive, Indian giver, squaw, chief, forked tongue, how, screaming 
Indians. Most of us parents can remember using the latter expression, referring to 
our own kids. 

Thornton also feels that two stereotypes presented of Indians don't do them justice. 
The first depicts the Indian in the warrior tradition. The second portrays the Indian 
in the opposite way as the unspoiled nature lover--quaint and childlike. 

Finally Thornton went on to explain that the term "Native American" is a popular new 
name for Indians. He prefers American . Indian but considers the two terms interchange
able. 

One group that has been subjected to unflattering words over the years is the black 
minority. We've become more conscious of our bad habits here, but they could stand 
reviewing. Here I went to my friend, Mary Kyle, editor of the Twin Cities Courier 
for advice. Mary is president of the Minnesota Press Club and has a regular TV com
mentary spot on one of our local stations. I was going to say that Mary is a black 
leader, but she says that this phrase is insulting and shouldn't be used. At first, 
I asked, "Why not,?" but Mrs. Kyle pointed out that the term, black leader, is always 
applied by someone in the white community, never by the black community itself. Why 
should we, as an outside group, decide who are leaders for another group. That's for 
the group itself to determine. And when you think about it, we don't see the term, 
white leader, used too often. 

\ . 
Obviously there are the many terms we hear such as darky, you people, some of my best 
friends are black, boy, and the like that rightly cause a great deal of hurt and re
sentment. 

We all make these mistakes. Mrs. Kyle recalls one time when she spoke to a meeting 
of American Indians and innocently used terms that Indians resented. She was called 
on it and so became more conscious of the need for care in selection of words. 

We use words that hurt because we don't realize that the words are derogatory or 
because we don't care or are deliberately insulting. The latter two reasons are 
inexcusable. Fortunately we · can remedy the situation where we are careless or don't 
realize the words we use hurt others. The moral is that we should use words care
fully and think how people will react because words can hurt more than sticks or 
stones. 
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